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Compelling Intent:  Students will develop an authentic understanding of significant elements of the historical record.  Students will glean 

an appreciation of the usefulness of the historical narrative and commentary.  Historian Carl Becker explains,  

"The value of history is, indeed, not scientific but moral: by liberalizing the mind, by deepening the sympathies, by fortifying the will, it 

enables us to control, not society, but ourselves...it prepares us to live more humanely in the present and to meet rather th an to foretell the 

future." 

Thematic Approach:   The chronological historical framework of the course of study is reorganized into themes. Reorganizing the 

History into themes aid students in developing a better understanding and appreciation for the integration, dependency, and significance 

of the parts into the whole of the historical narrative.   Below are the themes and historical topics as a plan and road map.  However, 

understand, we may not get to all of them.     

I. Despotism 

Absolutism:  The Great Absolute Monarchs of the 17
th

 and 18
th

 Century 

Machiavellianism 

Conceptual Understanding: “L’Etat, C’est Moi.”  Louis XIV  

Conceptual Understanding: “The prince must…avoid those things which will make him hated or despised.”  Niccolo Machiavelli  

II. Breaking the Chains of Absolutism 

The Enlightenment 

Conceptual  Understanding:  “It is to the Enlightenment that we trace the origins of many of our most strongly held political beliefs: the 

idea that people should he ruled by law…the belief that a separation of powers ought to exist within government… legal authority should 

be wholly or at least partly based in the people, reflecting their interests…and the assumption that it is the responsibility of rulers to look 

after the welfare of the people.”  John Merriman  

Enlighten Despotism:  Napoleon 

Conceptual Understanding: “In Government, the highest degree of political liberty and individual security must be combined with the 

force of centralization necessary to produce respect for the independence of the people, and the dignity of the Crown.”  Napoleon 

III. Return of the Absolutes 

20
th

 Century Totalitarians:  Hitler’s Germany, Stalin’s Soviet Union and Friends 

Conceptual Understanding: “(Totalitarians) interprets, develops, and potentiates the whole life of the people…  all doctrines aim at 

directing the activities of men towards a given objective.”  Benito Mussolini 

 

IV. The Struggle for Liberty:  The Long Winding and Difficult Road  

 

Conceptual Understanding:  

“When dictatorship (absolutism) is a fact, revolution becomes a right.” Victor Hugo  

 

“Every democracy is flawed at its inception.  And, indeed, no democracy ever becomes perfect.  The question is not one of perfection 

but how an imperfect system can survive, move forward, and grow stronger.” Condoleezza Rice  

 

“Nationalism provides us with a way to feel morally right and just. It gives us a way to join with others in heroic struggle. It gives us a sense 

of purpose and meaning to our lives and even to our deaths.”   Joshua Seattle -White 

 

17
th

 Century England:  Battle Royale between Crown and the People 

French and Russian Revolution:  A Comparative Study.   

The Victorian Age:  An Age of Paradox 

Decolonization: Taking Steps Down a Worn Path. 
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V. World Conflict:  War as a Necessary Evil 

Conceptual Understanding: “War grows out of the desire of the individual to gain advantage at the expense of his fellow man.”  

Napoleon Hill 

WWI and WWII 

Cold War  

War on Terror  

 

VI. (Un)intended Consequences:  The road is often paved with good intentions.  Sort of…  

Conceptual Understanding: “I believe that life is chaotic, a jumble of accidents, ambitions, misconceptions, bold intentions, lazy 

happenstances, and unintended consequences.”  David Maraniss  

 

Topics TBD. 

Required Complimentary Reading 

1. The Prince Niccolo Machiavelli (Early Fall Semester) 

2. All Quiet on the Western Front Erich Maria Remarque (Spring Semester) 

Schoology 

Schoology is a learning management platform. It is web based and accessed with any device connected to the internet. Students will use 

Schoology to access materials, complete assignments, discuss course content. 

Student Expectations 

DO WHAT YOU KNOW TO BE RIGHT AND PROPER:   It is assumed that students know how to appropriately conduct themselves  

in the classroom. Students are expected to act in accordance with the Spartan Code, classroom procedures, and civilized decorum. 

HAVE A GROWTH MINDSET:  Take the hard road.  Be disciplined.  Be humble.  Take ownership.   

 

P lagiarism and Academic Dishonesty 

Cases of plagiarism and academic dishonesty will be handled in accordance with school policy. 

Learning Assignments, Activities and Opportunities 

LOAAs will be historical and contemporary critical thinking evolutions in which the historical data is used to develop and support the 

discussions and reflections.  LOAAs may be formal essays, on-line discussions, class conversations or other formats that allows for critical 

reflection.  

LOAAs will incorporate one or more of these critical thinking strategies:  Fluency, Flexibility, Originality, Elaboration (FFOE).  FFOE 

are processes which help brainstorm ideas, find connections among their ideas, and then organize  creative thoughts. 

Fluency:  How much about the topic, issue, or story do you know? The more you know the better and easier it will be to reflect, connect , 

use, or argue.  The more fluent you are the more flexible and original you are in application.  

Flexibility (Creativity):  What can you do with this information?  What are different ways you can use it?   

• Causation:  Why did something happen?  

• Continuity-Change Over Time:  What stayed the same or what changed overtime?  

• Periodization:  What time period or era does it fit into?  

• Compare-Contrast:  What are similarities or differences among like events, ideas, or people?  

• Contextualization:  Why does it matter at that given time in history?   

• Interpretation:  What is it saying and what does it mean?  

• Synthesis:  So, what? Why?  Why does it matter?  

• Argumentation:  What is your position based on the facts?  

Or iginality:  Generate a unique or novel argument or connection.   What does it all mean to you?  What connections are you making?  

What is important to you?  It’s your voice.     

Elaboration:  Use of facts and details to fully establish your connection or argument.  Explain it to the reader.   

The purpose of these LAAOs is to engrain the learning beyond the simple knowledge of the facts.  In essence, LAAO will be your voice 

and your medium for historical expression and learning.  These activities are part of the student-teacher partnership, empowering and 

engaging.  EMBRACE THE INTENT.   
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Student Evaluation, Assessment, and Reporting System (SEARS) 

 

Purpose and Intent of SEARS (See the document titled SEARS on Schoology for a more in-depth discussion of this initiative.)  

• Provide students with authentic, relevant, and useful feedback on their progress vis -à-vis curricula and readiness standards. 

• Shift to and development of growth mindsets in students. 

• Meet the mandate of the system to assign and report grades while reducing the negative impact of grades on learning.   

 

“The more we want our children to be 1) lifelong learners, genuinely excited about words  and numbers and ideas, 2) avoid sticking with 

what is easy and safe, and 3) become sophisticated thinkers, the more we should do everything possible to help them forget ab out the 

grades.”  Alfie Kohn.  

 

All assignments – as a whole and the varying elements of the assignment-- will be assessed and reported to the students.   

 

5 Exceeds the standard/expectation:  Student far surpasses the expectations described in the assignment.  

 

4 Meets the standard/expectation:  Student satisfactorily accomplishes objective and intent describe in the assignment.   

 

3 Approaches the standard/expectation:  Student does not fully meet the objective-intent of the assignment.  The product may fall short 

in one or more areas of content, application, or communication.   

 

2 Fa lls short of the standard/expectation:  Student work is lacking in a number of requirements to meet the objective-intent of the 

assignment.  The product may fall short in several areas of content, application or communication.   

 

1 Attempt falls well short of standard/expectation.  Student submitted a product that was significantly lacking the elements needed to 

meet the objective-intent as described.    

 

For comparison purposes, a score of 4 = 90 in the 100-point scale.   

 

Cha lkable Reporting 

Individual assignment scores will be posted in Chalkable, but WILL NOT calculate to a grade. This is for information. 

Periodically, Mr. Hnizdil will provide a progress grade using the traditional 100 point scale. This score of a 100 will represent the overall 

level of proficiency at the time of the report and serve as the overall grade as required by the system.  It WILL NOT be an average of 

the assignments reported. It will be Mr. Hnizdil’s overall assessment of student’s progress  at the time of the report in meeting the 

expectations in formal, informal activities in and out of class. 

 

Email: hnizdilp@mtnbrook.k12.al.us  

Phone: 871-3516 x 7532 


